Week 11 Assignment 11

Due on 2020-04-10, 03:00 IST

The purpose of this assignment is to assess your understanding of the topics covered in the course.

1. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
   A) setwd()
   B) working_dir()
   C) directory()
   D) All the above

2. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
   A) setwd()
   B) working_dir()
   C) directory()
   D) All the above

3. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
   A) setwd()
   B) working_dir()
   C) directory()
   D) All the above

4. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
   A) setwd()
   B) working_dir()
   C) directory()
   D) All the above

5. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
   A) setwd()
   B) working_dir()
   C) directory()
   D) All the above

6. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
   A) setwd()
   B) working_dir()
   C) directory()
   D) All the above

7. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
   A) setwd()
   B) working_dir()
   C) directory()
   D) All the above

8. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
   A) setwd()
   B) working_dir()
   C) directory()
   D) All the above

9. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
   A) setwd()
   B) working_dir()
   C) directory()
   D) All the above

10. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
    A) setwd()
    B) working_dir()
    C) directory()
    D) All the above

11. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
    A) setwd()
    B) working_dir()
    C) directory()
    D) All the above

12. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
    A) setwd()
    B) working_dir()
    C) directory()
    D) All the above

13. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
    A) setwd()
    B) working_dir()
    C) directory()
    D) All the above

14. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
    A) setwd()
    B) working_dir()
    C) directory()
    D) All the above

15. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
    A) setwd()
    B) working_dir()
    C) directory()
    D) All the above

16. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
    A) setwd()
    B) working_dir()
    C) directory()
    D) All the above

17. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
    A) setwd()
    B) working_dir()
    C) directory()
    D) All the above

18. Which of the following cannot be used to set working directory in R?
    A) setwd()
    B) working_dir()
    C) directory()
    D) All the above